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Abstract

Physically based distributed hydrologic models require geospatial and time-series data that take considerable time and effort to process into model inputs. Tools that automate and speed up input processing facilitate the application of these models. In this study, we developed a set of web-based data services called HydroDS to provide hydrologic data processing ‘software as a service.’ HydroDS provides functions for processing watershed, terrain, canopy, climate, and soil data. The services are accessed through a Python client library that facilitates developing simple but effective data processing workflows with Python. Evaluations of HydroDS by setting up the Utah Energy Balance and TOPNET models for multiple headwater watersheds in the Colorado River basin show that HydroDS reduces input preparation time compared to manual processing. It also reduces requirements for software installation and maintenance by the user, and the Python workflows enhance reproducibility of hydrologic data processing and tracking of provenance.
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Highlights

- Web-based data services were developed for preparation of input data to selected distributed hydrologic models.
- Services are accessed through a Python client library and facilitate use in hydrologic data preprocessing workflows.
- Services reduce time for hydrologic model input preparation, enhance reproducibility, and enable tracking of data provenance.

Software Availability

Program name: HydroDS
Description: A set of web-based, hydrologic data services for preparation of input data for selected physically based, distributed (grid or subwatershed model elements) hydrologic models. HydroDS comprises Python modules for watershed analysis, terrain and land cover data processing, climate data access and processing, and generating soil properties data. Individual service functions, accessed through a Python client library, may be chained together to form a Python workflow to perform a set of related tasks.
Platform: CentOS Linux for hosting the web services; Accessed from any platform.
License: 3 clause BSD license (open source)
Source code: https://github.com/CI-WATER/Hydro-DS/
Documentation: https://github.com/CI-WATER/Hydro-DS/wiki/HydroDS-Web-API-Description
Developers: Tseganeh Z. Gichamo, Nazmus S. Sazib, David G. Tarboton, Pabitra Dash.

1. Introduction

Physically based, distributed hydrologic models are used for simulation of the hydrologic cycle to help answer questions related to water resource availability and quality, to assess the effect of changes in climate or land cover, and support water resources management, along with many other applications. An important challenge associated with the application of physically based, distributed hydrological models is
that they require more input data than their conceptual, often lumped, counterparts. While the rationale for high resolution physically based models is that better results can be achieved through detailed process representation, obtaining the extensive set of input data required by these models is a critical challenge. Leonard and Duffy (2013) call this set of input data “Essential Terrestrial Variables” (ETV). Obtaining ETV’s in a format organized for use in distributed models is a significant bottleneck in distributed hydrologic modelling. The ability to configure and populate distributed models with data could enhance or hinder their use.

Prior work with regard to hydrologic data availability has focused on the task of enhancing access to data from different providers through web services (Horsburgh et al., 2009; Tarboton et al., 2009b; Ames et al., 2012) using standardized data formats (Taylor, 2012; Almoradie et al., 2013a). However, the data obtained remain the raw data provided by the sources and generally require further processing to generate suitable inputs to hydrological models, in terms of the data structure, file format, and variable type required by a model (e.g., relative humidity rather than specific humidity). As a result, in our experience, researchers and practitioners implementing hydrologic models spend a significant amount of time transforming the data available into the formats needed by models.

The data pre-processing tools currently available are generally desktop based and often limited by their customization to specific hydrologic models (e.g., Kumar et al., 2009). The increasing availability of cyberinfrastructure resources provides an
opportunity to extend such data pre-processing ability beyond the desktop environment (Wang et al., 2013) and adopt the paradigm of ‘software as a service.’ Developing data processing tools as web-based services will help to enhance access to these tools for users without necessarily requiring them to be a Cyber expert (Wright et al., 2013). Web services that can be accessed by multiple users facilitate better collaborative problem solving (Nyerges et al., 2013; Wang, 2010). In addition, they encourage the use of standardized data formats (e.g., WaterML and NetCDF) by multiple models.

In this paper, we introduce a set of web-based, hydrological data processing services called HydroDS. HydroDS provides a number of data processing functionalities including watershed delineation, terrain processing, estimation of canopy variables, retrieval and processing of weather forcing data, procuring soil data and generating soil properties. Data are stored and shared in three widely used data formats: GeoTiff raster, Shapefile, and multi-dimensional NetCDF. The data services are comprised of functions that can be used independently or form workflows that integrate a number of related tasks. The services are accessed through a Python client library that facilitates developing simple but effective data processing workflows with Python, providing access to data processing tools from an accessible and relatively easy to use programming environment. Data processed by HydroDS can be transferred to HydroShare, a platform for sharing of hydrologic data and models (Tarboton et al., 2014a). The objective here was to provide the means to setup Python workflows for preparation of input data for distributed hydrologic models. The services we developed support the Utah Energy Balance (UEB) snowmelt model (Tarboton et al., 1995) and TOPNET hydrologic model (Bandaragoda et al., 2004).
In the next section, we provide background information on prior work dealing with data access and processing for hydrologic modeling and the need for web-based data services that motivated this work. In Section 3, we report the required functionality, design, and implementation of HydroDS. In Section 4, we evaluate the data services using a case study of setting up instances of UEB and TOPNET models for multiple headwater watersheds in the Colorado River basin. Results and discussion are given in Section 5, followed by summary and conclusions in Section 6.

2. Background

2.1 Input Data Processing for Hydrologic Models

Providing access to hydrological data from different repositories through web services has been the focus of the Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of Hydrologic Science, Inc. - Hydrologic Information System (CUAHSI-HIS) (Horsburgh et al., 2009; Tarboton et al., 2009b). CUAHSI-HIS provides software tools for publishing and retrieving time series data through standardized web services in an XML format called WaterML (Tarboton et al., 2011; Valentine et al., 2012; 2007; Beran et al., 2009). WaterML2 was later developed as an Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standard for hydrologic time series data representation and exchange across multiple information systems (Taylor, 2012). Standardized web services and protocols facilitate interoperability between different data service providers and consumers (clients) for easy access to and retrieval of data.

Client applications can search for and download data made available through the CUAHSI-HIS data services. HydroDesktop, the CUAHSI-HIS data access client (Ames et al., 2012), provided an early ‘one-stop shopping’ platform to hydrologists by enabling
map based selection of a watershed (or the extent of the domain of interest) and data
download, extraction, and analysis. This desktop functionality has now been replaced by
the CUAHSI data client web tool (http://data.cuahsi.org/) for CUAHSI HIS data selection
and extraction. Agencies such the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS:
http://waterservices.usgs.gov/) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration -
National Centers for Environmental Information (NOAA- NCEI:
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/webservices), and other data and model service
providers have also made data from their repositories accessible using web services and
data standards such as WaterML and other OGC web service standards (Almoradie et al.,
2013b). These systems help reduce the time spent by researchers searching for and
downloading data.

While availability of hydrological data through web services from sources such as
CUAHSI-HIS, USGS, NOAA, or other organizations is growing, pre-processing is often
needed to generate suitable inputs to hydrological models. In addition, CUAHSI-HIS
compliant data services are currently limited to time series data at fixed geographic
locations (e.g., points) using the Observations Data Model (ODM) (Horsburgh et al.,
2008); no support is provided in CUAHSI-HIS services for multi-dimensional space-time
data such as those stored in Network Common Data Form (NetCDF) data format (Rew et
al., 2014). Hence, part of the data pre-processing tasks for distributed hydrological
models involves organizing data in the input format suitable for the specific model (often
arrays of space-time data).

Input data pre-processing often starts with geospatial analyses, including
watershed delineation, stream network generation, and specification of modeling units
such as Hydrologic Response Units (HRU) or structured or unstructured grids of required spatial resolution. Then, input variables based on the watershed terrain, land cover characteristics, and climate forcing are mapped to the modeling units (Carlson et al., 2014). This mapping of continuous or discrete values to model units may require aggregation or interpolation in both space and time.

Extraction of hydrological variables from digital elevation models (e.g., terrain slope, aspect, topographic wetness index) is also part of the pre-processing required to develop model inputs. In addition, some model parameters need to be generated (or estimated) from observations. For example, land cover variables such as canopy indices have to be derived based on land cover type maps or from remote sensing images, and friction coefficients have to be estimated from the vegetation and geomorphological information of river reaches. These data pre-processing tasks can take a significant portion of the hydrological modeler’s time and effort, and data pre-processor tools have been shown to considerably reduce the time required for model scenario setup and execution (Berry et al., 2014). An additional benefit is reproducibility, and the opportunity to support best of practice pre-processing methods, rather than expedient methods that may be selected by a user preparing model inputs manually using general purpose tools available to them.

2.2 Web-based Data and Modelling Services

At present, many geospatial data analyses are carried out using desktop-based GIS tools. Some of these GIS tools are stand-alone software products such as the ArcGIS software suite from ESRI (http://www.esri.com/) or the open source QGIS (http://www.qgis.org/en/site/) and GRASS (http://grass.osgeo.org/) software. Others are integrated with the hydrologic models they prepare inputs for. There is commercial and
open source modeling software that supports input data pre-processing as an integral part of hydrologic modeling. One example of commercial software is the MIKE SHE model’s GIS-based graphical user interface and GIS database from DHI (http://www.dhigroup.com/). An example of open source model data processing tools is PIHMgis (Bhatt et al., 2008; Kumar et al., 2009; Bhatt et al., 2014), in which a GIS framework for model input pre-processing and input and output visualization is tightly coupled to the Penn State Integrated Hydrologic Model (PIHM - http://www.pihm.psu.edu/).

With the increasing availability of Cyberinfrastructure, there is an opportunity to extend model input data pre-processing tools to web-based services. Such web-based services could build on or provide additional services to the general-purpose geospatial and hydrologic data services such as CyberGIS, ArcGIS Online, and HydroTerre. CyberGIS (https://cybergis.illinois.edu) is a web-based approach to the delivery of GIS functionality as data and software services (Wang et al., 2013; Wang, 2010; Wright et al., 2013). CyberGIS supports large scale, data intensive modelling problems with spatial analysis tools that require more than just a few processing cores. ArcGIS Online (http://arcgis.com/) is an extension of ArcGIS to a web-based service that enables the rapid growth of available content, provides enhanced capability through being able to access cloud based resources, sharing and collaboration around geospatial developments, etc. (Wright et al., 2013). HydroTerre is a web-based hydrologic model data and visualization service (http://www.hydroterre.psu.edu/HydroTerre/Help/Ethos.aspx) that has made available about 200 TB of “Essential Terrestrial Variables (ETVs),” including elevation, soils, geology, land cover, precipitation and atmospheric conditions, sub-
watersheds and National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) stream reaches. Data are indexed by USGS NHD Hydrological Unit Code level-12 (HUC-12) sub-watersheds and can be downloaded to support detailed hydrologic modelling using PIHM or other models (Leonard and Duffy, 2013, 2014, 2016). HydroTerre data, model, and visualization workflows capture provenance and enable reproducibility (Leonard and Duffy, 2016).

There are also developments such as EcoHydrolib and RHESSysWorkflows (Miles and Band, 2015) and WaterHUB (http://water-hub.org/) that deal with specific models. EcoHydrolib was developed as a set of general data access and processing libraries that form building blocks for RHESSysWorkflows, the input data preparation workflows to generate instances of the Regional HydroEcological Simulation System (RHESSys) model (Miles and Band, 2015). RHESSysWorkflows preserve metadata that enable reproducibility (Miles, 2014). A web-based modeling service is provided by WaterHUB, which allows parameterized SWAT (Soil Water Assessment Tool) models and their input data to be uploaded, run on HPC resources, and shared among users (Merwade et al., 2012). This service also provides a web-based data preparation and modeling environment, access to existing models, their input/output datasets, and a mechanism to perform simultaneous simulations (Rajib et al., 2016).

The web-based technologies underlying these services enable taking advantage of high performance computation resources (provided they are available), distributed data storage facilities, analysis tools from multiple service/tool providers to deal with ‘spatial big data’ (Evans et al., 2013), and collaboration between researchers (possibly) remotely located from each other. From a user/client point of view, spatial analysis capabilities are readily accessible through the World Wide Web without requiring any local software
installation. This eliminates data size limitation of PCs, the need to install software, and operating system (platform) dependence. A web-based development environment facilitates better collaborative problem solving (Nyerges et al., 2013; Wang, 2010), eases access to analytic tools (e.g., geospatial analyses) for non-experts (Wright et al., 2013), and enables implementation of ‘science gateway’ functionalities that provide access to HPC centers (Wilkins-Diehr et al., 2008).

An example web-based development environment, integrating multiple of the above functionalities is HydroShare (http://www.hydroshare.org/). HydroShare is a collaborative environment for sharing hydrologic data and models taking advantage of modern information communication technology and Cyberinfrastructure. HydroShare supports the capability for users to store their work in the hydrologically oriented resource formats including time series, geographic features and rasters, and model programs and instances. HydroShare resources created by one user may be shared with others, and HydroShare’s web service application programming interface (API) enables programmatic access to create and/or work directly with resources stored in the system (Tarboton et al., 2014a; 2014b; Horsburgh et al., 2016; Morsy et al., 2017).

3. Development of A set of Web-based Hydrologic Data Processing Services (HydroDS)

3.1 Required Functionality

The first step in the development of HydroDS was identifying the functionality of data services required to support the input pre-processing for physically based gridded models commonly used in surface water hydrology (i.e., ETVs). This was influenced by input data pre-processing tasks, shown in Figures 1 and 2, for the UEB and TOPNET
models respectively. These figures represent workflows of tasks that are required to be executed to get the inputs for the UEB and TOPNET models for a given watershed and specific modeling period. Both these models require input data characterizing terrain slope and aspect, land cover / canopy type information, and weather forcing inputs of precipitation, temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and solar radiation. In addition, the TOPNET model requires soil data, topographic wetness distribution data, and distance to stream distribution for runoff routing. In both cases, the input data preparation starts with the definition of the modeling domain that often requires watershed delineation based on digital elevation model (DEM) processing.

Figure 1. Workflow for the Utah Energy Balance snowmelt model (UEB) input
Prior to the development of HydroDS, the acquisition and preprocessing of input datasets for the UEB and TOPNET models had to be done manually. The steps involved include watershed delineation, generation of modeling elements (grids in UEB, subwatersheds in TOPNET), extraction of terrain variables from DEM, estimation of canopy variables based on datasets such as the National Land Cover Database (NLCD) (Homer et al., 2015) or satellite remote sensing products, e.g., MODIS. In addition, operations are required for spatial interpolation/aggregation and downscaling of weather forcing into model grid cells from gridded data sources or weighted interpolation of point
precipitation gages. Conversion of gridded spatial datasets into modeling parameters, computation of hydrologically relevant (model specific) variables from topography datasets, e.g., wetness index and distance to stream distributions, generation of soil properties from Soil Survey Geographic Database (SSURGO) (Soil Survey Staff, 2019), and file format conversions to the formats used by UEB and/or TOPNET models are also part of the input preprocessing tasks. Undertaking these tasks requires significant understanding of the data sources and GIS skills, and it takes considerable time and effort, especially for new users that must learn the data processing steps and complicated software configuration, as well as the requirement for documenting their work in a reproducible way.

The HydroDS data services are needed to support execution of workflows similar to Figures 1 and 2 as web services so that a user does not need to undertake these tasks manually on a desktop PC. The UEB and TOPNET models were selected as the starting models. This was because of the need to be able to efficiently set up multiple UEB models for use in water supply forecasting research (Gichamo, 2019) and the fact that TOPNET is already in use in streamflow forecasting applications (e.g., Clark et al., 2008) and was being used for hydrologic modeling examining the impact of climate change on streamflow regime (Sazib, 2016). These requirements provided impetus for developing general-purpose model setup capability. While developed for these specific models, the data required are also commonly used in other distributed hydrologic models (e.g., precipitation, temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, radiation) and the services developed here have potential to be more broadly applicable to other models. In addition, the three data formats used by HydroDS (shapefile, GeoTiff, and NetCDF) are among the
most widely used formats for representing these classes of data.

The required functionality identified included:

- Select a model domain (geographic location of watershed of interest) and, if necessary, delineate the watershed draining to an outlet point.
- Compute hydrological variables from a digital elevation model (DEM), including slope, aspect, topographic wetness index, etc.
- Estimate canopy variables and vegetation indices such as the leaf area index based on the National Land Cover Database (NLCD).
- Generate soil properties based on Soil Survey Geographic Database (SSURGO) data.
- Calculate wetness index and distance to stream distribution.
- Create node and reach link information for TOPNET model.
- Calculate weights used to interpolate precipitation from gage locations to model grid cells.
- Perform coordinate system conversions, resampling, and sub-setting to the desired model scale including grid spacing, support, and extent.
- Retrieve weather forcing data from national data sources (e.g., Daymet, NASA NLDAS) and process and map to model elements.
- Convert between data formats (e.g., GeoTiff raster to NetCDF and vice versa).
- Carry out arithmetic operations on array data stored in NetCDF or GeoTiff formats.
- Create HydroShare resources from data generated by HydroDS. The data
may be individual files such as a watershed delineated from a DEM or a set of model inputs and/or outputs. Also, support moving existing resources in HydroShare to HydroDS for processing.

- Create a model instance input package (e.g., all of the required input files to execute a model for a selected geospatial domain).
- Miscellaneous file manipulation services such as upload, download, delete, zip, show metadata of a resource, etc.
- Authentication and user access control for security.
- Saving work within a storage space allocated for a user and managing the contents of this storage.

### 3.2 Design and Architecture

Figure 3 shows the high-level organization of HydroDS, including **HydroDS Services** and **HydroDS Python Client Library**. The HydroDS Services are RESTful APIs ([https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer)). These services consist of data processing and user space and account management tools that were designed to meet the requirements listed above. These services can be categorized into two major types as (1) services providing general ETVs for the modeling domain, and (2) Model specific (UEB/TOPNET) services. The ETVs are variables that can be applied to other models that take as input gridded datasets in NetCDF or GeoTiff file formats. Examples of ETV services include watershed delineation, generation of stream networks, processing of weather and soil data. Model specific services include creation of node and reach link files (TOPNET), creation of wetness index (TOPNET), and creation of model parameters (UEB and TOPNET). Tables 1 and Table 2 show sample services for each category. In
addition, we added functions for common hydrological data processing tasks such as interpolation, resampling, and projection of geospatial data. Some of the data accessible through HydroDS are staged on the HydroDS servers for fast access. However, time variable data such as meteorological forcing need to be periodically updated by harvesting the data for recent years after it has become available.

The HydroDS services are comprised of tools implemented as a set of Python functions for accessing and processing of data in raster (GeoTiff), vector (shapefile), and multi-dimensional space-time (NetCDF) formats. Each tool contains one or more atomic data processing functions, each function with a single task. Thus, for the tools that comprise HydroDS, the design and implementation approach we followed was that each function is a stand-alone service that gets executed separately.
Figure 3. High-level architecture of HydroDS. HydroDS comprises HydroDS Services and HydroDS Python Client Library.

The Account Management functions provide user authentication services as well as ability for the users to manage the files in their user space, with functionality to upload or download data to or from their user space in HydroDS. With the linkage between HydroDS and HydroShare, a user is able to transfer data processed in HydroDS to HydroShare. This provides a mechanism by which data and model packages created by one user may be shared with others (Tarboton et al., 2014a; 2014b).

The HydroDS Python Client Library is a set of Python functions that can be invoked from user computer to make calls to HydroDS. For each data service function on the server side, a corresponding interface is implemented in the HydroDS client library. The HydroDS client library makes it easier to access these data services and thus facilitates scripting and execution of workflows that use the services from a programming environment on a desktop computer. The HydroDS client library can also be used by desktop applications to access the data services. Example client software that interacts with HydroDS through the client library is shown in Figure 4. This Google Map-based graphical user interface (GUI) program was developed using Python to enable calling HydroDS’ watershed delineation function by graphically specifying the bounding box around the watershed of interest and watershed outlet location.

Upon a request from a user desktop through the Python client library, the data services are executed on the server side where needed service libraries and dependencies have been installed and configured, freeing the user from these dependency configuration challenges.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delineate watershed and stream network</td>
<td>This function delineates watersheds and a stream network for a user selected spatial domain and outlet location. It also provides a stream network topology with network connectivity information, and stream network coordinates and attributes from each grid cell along the network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get soil</td>
<td>This function derives soil parameters (e.g., soil hydraulic conductivity, transmissivity, and porosity) based on data from SSURGO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get Daymet climate data</td>
<td>This function retrieves daily precipitation, maximum temperature, minimum temperature, vapor pressure, or shortwave radiation from Daymet data for the period 2005 - 2015 currently stored in the HydroDS server.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Example HydroDS TOPNET model specific services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create node and reach link</td>
<td>This function uses the stream network tree file and network coordinates file obtained from the ‘Delineate Watershed’ function for generating TOPNET node link, reach link and reach properties files.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create wetness index and distance to stream distribution</td>
<td>This function is used to group grid values of topographic wetness index and distance to stream into bins for each subwatershed, tabulating the lower and upper bound of each bin and the proportion of area within each bin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create model parameters</td>
<td>This function uses soil, land use, and land cover data for estimating the time invariant model parameters for each subwatershed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create rainweight</td>
<td>This function calculates weights used to interpolate precipitation from gage locations to model grid cells. It also adjusts precipitation to account for topographic effects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4. A desktop, Google Map-based GUI program for accessing USGS DEM and watershed delineation through HydroDS. Google Map drawing tools are used to specify the bounding box around the watershed of interest and Google Map marker is used to select an approximate watershed outlet location.

3.3 Implementations

The watershed and terrain services are based on functions from the TauDEM (Tarboton, 2015; Tesfa et al., 2011; Tarboton et al., 2009a) and GDAL geospatial libraries (GDAL Development Team, 2014). The watershed and terrain functions deal with rasters and shapefiles, and, hence, functions for creating and editing these file formats also make up part of the services. The watershed tools delineate the watershed
upstream of the outlet location after extracting a subset of the DEM and resampling it to the required grid cell size. In addition to watershed delineation, a stream network is defined and delineated based on the TauDEM Peuker Douglas valley identification and stream drop approach (Peucker and Douglas, 1975; Tarboton and Ames, 2001). This approach chooses the appropriate threshold to delineate a stream network consistent with geomorphological properties. The outputs from this tool are stream network, subwatersheds draining to each stream network reach, wetness index, and distance to stream.

The terrain functions involve processing of a raw DEM and extraction of hydrological variables such as slope and aspect. Currently, a DEM data file containing the one arc-second (~ 30 m) spatial resolution National Elevation Dataset (NED DEM) covering the western U.S. (-128.0017 to -101.9983 longitude and 28.9983 to 50.0017 latitude) is available on the HydroDS server as the starting point for the watershed and terrain functions. The western U.S. was the focus of the research project supporting this work. To model a watershed outside of the western U.S. but in the Contiguous U.S. (CONUS), HydroDS has a wrapper function that is used to download, at run time, the one arc-second DEM from USGS web services (ftp://rockyftp.cr.usgs.gov/vdelivery/Datasets/Staged/NED/1/IMG/), based on user-specified boundary information in geographic coordinates. If a user wants to use different DEM data than those currently served by HydroDS, they can upload their own DEM, or move a raster resource from HydroShare to their user space in HydroDS.

The land cover services use the 2011 National Land Cover Database (Homer et al., 2015) together with a look-up table of canopy variables for each land cover category.
to map the canopy variables into the watershed grid. These services are limited by the empirical canopy variable values available for each land cover class and currently apply only to the variables canopy height, fraction of grid cell area covered by vegetation, and leaf area index that are required by the UEB model. These can be updated when more and/or better information become available. For example, vegetation variables from remotely sensed Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS: https://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/) products can be uploaded by the modeler into their working directory in HydroDS and used.

The Soil Data services provide rasters of soil properties such as soil hydraulic conductivity, transmissivity, and porosity for the delineated watershed based on data from the SSURGO Database (http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/). SSURGO segments the landscape into soil map-units, with each unit comprised of a number of components, each of which represents the soil as a number of layers (horizons). There is a NRCS Soil Data Access service that provides horizon level soil properties based the components in each map unit. We hosted the soil map unit key raster which is static information, but to obtain soil properties invoke the NRCS service on the fly to retrieve horizon soil properties for map units contained within the input watershed. A two-step weighting process for deriving soil unit average soil properties was implemented using R. First, the horizon level soil values are weighted by their thicknesses and then the component values are weighted by their percentage composition. The aggregate soil property values are converted into an R raster object with cell values containing soil properties. This function used functionality from existing R packages such as SoilDB, SSOAP, and raster. The results of this function are soil properties rasters for the watershed.
The climate services provide access to and processing capabilities for data in NetCDF format. Daily data for precipitation, maximum and minimum temperature, vapor pressure, shortwave radiation, snow water equivalent, and day length from Daymet (Thornton et al., 2014) with 1 km spatial resolution covering the CONUS for the period 2005 - 2015 are currently available in the HydroDS server to facilitate efficient access. There is also a wrapper function using the “DaymetR” codes and “raster” packages to download Daymet precipitation, temperature, and vapor pressure data for a specific time-period and a specific watershed. This function is based on the batch downloading utility of “DaymetR” to download weather variables at multiple points and convert them to daily-interpolated surface weather variables. Hourly data of precipitation, temperature, surface pressure, shortwave and longwave radiation, zonal and meridional wind speed, and specific humidity from the National Land Data Assimilation System (NLDAS) (Mitchell et al., 2004) with horizontal resolution of 0.125-degree geographic coordinates covering the CONUS are available for the period 2005 – 2015. The NLDAS data are organized in yearly NetCDF files for efficiency. The climate services include functions for downscaling and elevation adjustment of temperature, precipitation, and vapor pressure based on a downscaling methodology described by Sen Gupta and Tarboton (2016).

The model specific services rely on and build upon these general services. For TOPNET model the “Create Reach and Node Link” function, shown in Table 2 generates files and tables that define the association between model nodes, sub-catchments, river riches, and their properties. This function uses outputs obtained from the ‘Watershed Delineation’ service. Similarly, the “topographic wetness index distribution” inputs to
TOPNET are computed from outputs generated by the watershed delineation. The UEB and TOPNET model parameters are time invariant and describe the unchanging properties of the watersheds and subwatersheds. For TOPNET, these are expressed at the spatial scale of a subwatershed. These parameters are derived by averaging over the grid cells within the subwatershed (for TOPNET). The “Create model parameters” function uses extracted soil, land use, and land cover data as inputs, and aggregated parameter values for each subwatershed are written into the model parameters file. For UEB, parameters are assumed constant over the whole watershed, and generally taken to be transferrable across watersheds without requiring calibration.

TOPNET is configured to derive aggregated subwatershed precipitation inputs as a weighted sum of point precipitation measurements. The weights associated with each gauge for each subwatershed are calculated as part of the pre-processing by the “Create Rainweight” function using linear interpolation based on Delaunay triangles formed with a vertex at each rain gauge, adjusted using an annual rainfall surface to account for topographic effects. The method for determining precipitation weights is described in (Bandaragoda et al., 2004). This procedure provides a way to estimate precipitation as a smooth surface based on nearby surrounding gauges, while at the same time adjusting point gauge values for topographic effects. The adjustment for topographic effects is required because, often, precipitation is recorded at low elevation and hence may not accurately represent the precipitation in parts of the watershed with higher elevation.

The web services were written in Python and implemented in Django Python Web framework (https://www.djangoproject.com/). The service code uses existing functions as much as possible and provide Python or R wrappers to functions from TauDEM, GDAL,
NetCDF libraries (Rew and Davis, 1990; Rew et al., 2006), NetCDF Operators (NCO) (Zender, 2008), and national web services such as those from USGS, Daymet, EPA, SSURGO. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the operations carried out for the “TauDEM Peucker-Douglas watershed delineation” and the “SSURGO soil data” services respectively.

Figure 5: Watershed delineation processing using TauDEM. The boundary identified by the dotted line represents the steps in the “Delineate Watershed” function. Inputs are shown in the left box.

Figure 6: Steps required for retrieving soil data from the SSURGO soil data base. The boundary identified by the dotted line represents the steps in the “Get soil and land use” function.

As stated earlier, these services were implemented on a web server and they are
accessed from a user desktop through a single Python library (HydroDS Python Client Library). When using the Python client, the only software required by a user is a Python interpreting environment with the Python ‘requests’ module (http://docs.python-requests.org/en/latest/) installed. Transmission of function calls and data transfer between client and server uses HydroDS RESTful APIs over HTTP protocol.

4. Evaluation of HydroDS with Input Data Preparation for the Utah Energy Balance Snowmelt Model (UEB) and the TOPNET Hydrologic Model.

4.1 Motivation and Case Studies

The Colorado Basin River Forecast Center (CBRFC) provides streamflow forecasts for watersheds in the Colorado River and Great Salt Lake basins (CBRFC basin) where a significant portion of the annual surface water input comes from snowmelt that primarily falls in the mountainous headwater watersheds. Currently, the CBRFC uses the National Weather Service River Forecasting System (NWSRFS) that consists of a temperature-index snowmelt model (Anderson, 2006; Anderson, 1973; Peck, 1976; Burnash and Singh, 1995). The motivation for this case study arose from the desire to evaluate the UEB snowmelt model (Tarboton et al., 1995) for inclusion in the NWSRFS. UEB is a physically based, point energy and mass balance model with a single ground snowpack layer and a vegetation component that accounts for major snow processes in forested watersheds (Mahat et al., 2013; Mahat and Tarboton, 2014, 2012; Luce and Tarboton, 2010; Mahat and Tarboton, 2013; You et al., 2014). As a single layer model, UEB is parsimonious, avoiding some of the complexities for more detailed multi-layered snowmelt models. In addition, the gridded version of the model has parallel processing capability using Message Passing Interface (MPI) and Graphics Processing Units (GPU)
methods to speed up simulation (Gichamo and Tarboton, 2020). These factors make UEB a promising candidate for spatially distributed modeling in support of operational streamflow forecasting where computational time can be critical (Gichamo and Tarboton, 2019).

One of the issues that needed to be addressed in order to be able to use UEB in the streamflow forecasting system was whether the input data available for the energy balance model were of sufficient quality and could be efficiently prepared for forecast watersheds. In this study, we evaluated the HydroDS for preparation of the inputs to the UEB model for multiple forecast watersheds in the CBRFC basin. We quantified how much improvement was achieved by HydroDS when compared to desktop-based GIS tools in terms of the time taken to prepare input data using each approach. We also demonstrated the value of the data services to facilitate repeatability and reproducibility and the tracking of provenance through an automated workflow script. In addition, the use of web services reduces the need for individual users to have a local data copy and data organizing software.

In addition, we evaluated the services for preparation of input for the TOPNET model for one of the CBRFC forecast watersheds. TOPNET (Bandaragoda et al., 2004; Ibbitt and Woods, 2004) is a distributed hydrologic model in which topographically delineated subwatersheds (used as modeling units) discharge into the stream network. The stream network is then used to route streamflow to the watershed outlet. TOPNET was developed by combining TOPMODEL (Beven and Kirkby, 1979; Beven et al., 1995) with channel routing (Bandaragoda et al., 2004; Ibbitt and Woods, 2004). "A key contribution of TOPMODEL is the parameterization of the soil moisture deficit (depth to
water table) using a topographic index to model the dynamics of variable source areas contributing to saturation excess runoff” (Bandaragoda et al., 2004, p. 179). Additional enhancements in TOPNET beyond the original TOPMODEL include (1) calculation of reference evapotranspiration using the ASCE standardized Penman-Monteith method (ASCE-EWRI, 2005; Walter et al., 2000) and (2) calculation of snowmelt using the Utah Energy Balance Snowmelt model (Tarboton et al., 1995).

4.2 Study Watersheds and Input Data Preparation

Currently, the CBRFC models are structured into watersheds that flow to NWS streamflow forecast points. As such, the modeling units are forecast watersheds, for which input data are structured independently. This makes the procedure manageable. To apply the UEB model for streamflow forecasting in the CBRFC basin, we needed to set up a model instance for each forecast watershed. Making a model setup for each watershed using desktop tools currently in use can be time-consuming, error prone, and hard to reproduce. Recognizing that the same set of data setup operations need to be carried out for each watershed, a workflow script to pre-process input data for one watershed can be reused for multiple watersheds.

A number of headwater watersheds in the Colorado River basin and the Great Salt Lake basin were selected to set up UEB inputs (Figure 7). These watersheds were selected because the CBRFC had an interest in evaluating potential improvements to their forecasts from using UEB. The HydroDS tasks required to get complete UEB model inputs for a given watershed are shown in the flowchart in Figure 8. This workflow is encapsulated in a single script file provided as a HydroShare resource (Gichamo et al., 2020). The inputs to this workflow script for a given watershed are the geographic coordinates of the bounding box of the domain holding the watershed, outlet location,
start and end time, model target cell size, and the spatial reference (projection in the form of EPSG Code [http://spatialreference.org/ref/epsg/](http://spatialreference.org/ref/epsg/)) to be used for the output. The commands in the workflow script can also be called interactively from any Python interpreter, or, as mentioned earlier, the service functions can be called from a user application such as shown in Figure 4.

TOPNET input preparation was tested for the Logan River Watershed (also a CBRFC forecast watershed). To setup a TOPNET model input package, a user needs to provide geographic coordinates for the bounding box around the watershed of interest, the approximate outlet location, a range of stream threshold values (from which an optimum threshold value is estimated for defining the stream network), and the modeling period. Note here that if the user provides incorrect inputs the services report an error and quit. Once complete, the user is provided with a link from which the processed data can be downloaded. An example script for the preparation and saving of TOPNET model input in HydroShare is provided in (Sazib and Tarboton, 2020). This script implements the steps shown in Figure 9.

The TOPNET input package was also generated manually for the Logan River following Figure 2 described above as part of the evaluation of HydroDS. The manually derived TOPNET input files were then compared with those from Hydro-DS services and found to match well, validating the data services. However, minor differences (1%-5%) were found in subwatershed soil properties values due to use of a gridded map unit key raster in HydroDS instead of the map unit key shapefile for extracting and processing soil properties from SSURGO. The gridded map unit key raster data have a 30 m cell size that approximates the vector polygon of the map unit key in an Albers Equal Area projection.
This approximation results in the small differences noted above.

Figure 7. Map showing study watersheds draining to forecast points in the CBRFC where there was interest in evaluating UEB (prepared using ESRI ArcGIS www.esri.com).
Figure 8. Flowchart of the Utah Energy Balance snowmelt model (UEB) input data preparation steps using HydroDS.

Figure 9: TOPNET data preparation steps using HydroDS data services.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1 Time Spent on Input Data Preparation

Table 3 shows the time it takes for preparation of UEB input data for the Logan River watershed for the water year 2009 for three methods: manually on desktop PC; using automating scripts on desktop PC; and using HydroDS through a workflow script. Running the HydroDS script for a different watershed only requires modification of the
watershed boundary, location of the outlet, and projection information, as mentioned earlier. It took 10 minutes to run the pre-processing and package it and put it into HydroShare. It took comparable total time (between 9 and 15 minutes) to prepare inputs for the other study watersheds using HydroDS as shown in Table 4.

Preparing the inputs manually by the first author with multiple years of experience using desktop-based GIS software took more than 5 hours, which was cut to 2 hours and 45 minutes by simply automating the desktop tasks using scripts and that was further reduced to only 10 minutes when using HydroDS. The scripts that were used in the desktop environment are similar to those implemented in HydroDS. Thus, the difference between the time it takes HydroDS to prepare the inputs versus the time taken by scripts on a desktop PC can partly be attributed to the efficient organization of the data in HydroDS. On a desktop PC, even when using scripts that automate the processes, user intervention is necessary, for instance to locate the delineated watershed and point it to the scripts that run weather forcing pre-processing, because all the other inputs (terrain, canopy, weather forcing) have to be mapped onto the watershed grid file that defines the modeling domain.

Preparing the script to run the HydroDS took about 30 minutes (for someone who was already well familiar with the system), which is a one-time task, after which the same script can be re-used for different watersheds by only changing the user inputs shown in Figure 8. We also report in Table 3 the time it took to download data to a desktop PC separately, because, theoretically at least, this is a one-time operation—note most of the time here was taken by NLDAS weather data. We did not account for the time required to harvest the Daymet, NLDAS, NED DEM, and NLCD land cover data.
into HydroDS data servers. This task of updating the HydroDS data stores with new data when they become available is a one-time task, which then makes data available to multiple users. However, we note that, while the HydroDS data disks, at the time of this writing, can store up to 10 TB of data, the desktop PC on which the test was carried out has a hard disk with a capacity of 500 GB. Thus, once the pre-processing of the inputs was finished, the intermediate files had to be deleted to free up storage space. Therefore, if we need to carry out similar operations, say in few months, downloading the data again might be necessary.

Another observation in Tables 3 and 4 is that the time for weather forcing data processing is dominated by the wind data from NLDAS. This is because the NLDAS data has hourly temporal resolution for the entire CONUS compared to the daily temporal resolution of the Daymet data. In addition, the hourly data for each NLDAS weather forcing variable comes in an individual NetCDF file. To increase efficiency of HydroDS, the NLDAS data in HydroDS were pre-organized so that one NetCDF file contains data for a year for each variable, which considerably reduces the amount of processing effort. Therefore, ignoring the time for downloading data into the desktop PC, much of the difference in the NLDAS data processing time between HydroDS and the desktop PC arises from the prior organization of NLDAS data in HydroDS. This is an optimal option because the NLDAS data, after harvesting from NASA servers, were processed and organized only once before being stored on the HydroDS server. Then multiple users can benefit from this organization, thus avoiding redundant and potentially error-prone data processing by different users or by the same user multiple times.

For TOPNET model, the work to prepare a model input package for the Logan
River Watershed using HydroDS took about 7 minutes (Table 5). When using HydroDS, the user does not need to remember the specific details of the sequence of steps to follow, as they were recorded in the workflow script—also helping reproducibility. Manually setting up the model for the Logan River Watershed took about 2 hours by the second author, representing a knowledgeable user familiar with the procedure. The difference between the time it takes using HydroDS and that on desktop PC can again be attributed to user intervention for downloading the geospatial and time series data manually from the data provider websites and the number of basic geospatial processing tasks that need to be carried out sequentially.

The TOPNET input data package created by HydroDS was then shared through HydroShare using the “create_hydroshare_resource” function. This sharing of the TOPNET input package enables collaboration among team members working on this model. It also facilitates publication of the data in support of research findings being published from the results, thereby enhancing research reproducibility and trust in the model results. Here the transfer to HydroShare occurred between servers, independent of the user’s desktop system, a mode of working more amenable to large datasets, because data do not have to be copied into the user’s desktop PC. The shared TOPNET input package was then downloaded from HydroShare to a local PC where parameters were calibrated and sensitivity analysis was performed. This demonstrated the suitability and usability of the HydroDS generated package in a typical hydrologic modeling exercise by a graduate student.
Table 3: UEB input pre-processing time for the Logan River Watershed for the 2009 water year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data preparation method</th>
<th>Time (min)</th>
<th>Watershed Delineation</th>
<th>Preparing Terrain Variables</th>
<th>Preparing Canopy Variables</th>
<th>Preparing Weather Forcing Data</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Downloading NLDAS Forcing data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manual on desktop PC&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>125&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>75&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>315&lt;sup&gt;(5.25 hrs)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using scripts on desktop PC&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>165&lt;sup&gt;(2.75 hrs)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using HydroDS&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10&lt;sup&gt;(0.17 hrs)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Intel(R) Core™ i7-3770 PC with 4 cores, 3.40 GHz (maximum Turbo Boost frequency 3.90 GHz), hyper-threading, 32 GB RAM, 1 TB Disk configured as 500GB for applications and 500 GB for data storage on 1000 Gigabit internet connection.

<sup>b</sup> Not including time for data download and time spent troubleshooting the errors that occurred during the data processing. When including data downloading and error troubleshooting, this task (processing Daymet input data) alone took about 6 hours.

<sup>c</sup> Using scripts. It proved to be too laborious to process this manually—after about an hour of trying, decided to write the script, which took about two hours, then finish the work from the script.

<sup>d</sup> Preparing HydroDS Script takes 30 minutes for someone familiar with the system.

Table 4: UEB input pre-processing time using HydroDS for the 2009 water year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Watershed</th>
<th>Time (min)</th>
<th>Watershed Delineation</th>
<th>Preparing Terrain Variables</th>
<th>Preparing Canopy Variables</th>
<th>Preparing Weather Forcing Data</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animas above Durango</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue above Dillon</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolores above McPhee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frazer at Winter Park</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green above Warren Bridge</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan above First Dam</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: TOPNET input pre-processing time for the Logan Watershed for the 2009 water year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data preparation method</th>
<th>Time (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Watershed delineation and terrain derivatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual on desktop PC</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using HydroDS</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Workflow Scripts, Reproducibility, and Provenance

The services demonstrably reduced the time and effort required to prepare UEB and TOPNET inputs, which enables water scientists to spend less time extracting and formatting data. However, in the long run, a more useful benefit arises from the fact that the workflow script maintains the provenance of the data processing steps making it easier for modeling workflows to be shared and scientific results to be reproduced (Leonard and Duffy, 2014; Leonard et al., 2019; Miles and Band, 2015; Miles, 2014). For instance, few months after first using the script to prepare the Logan River watershed, we came back and used the script again with no additional work required, and obtained the exact same result. Thus, HydroDS facilitates reproducibility and repeatability of hydrologic data processing. In addition, by changing the user inputs shown in Figure 8, the same script can be used for a different watershed. This way, HydroDS facilitate speedy setup of models for the multiple forecast watersheds such as in the CBRFC basin. In addition, it provides the and ability to take advantage of a pre-configured system where the user need not be concerned about the organization of the server side functions,
data, software, and hardware where the dependencies are already sorted out. By providing the capability to automate the data processing steps, preserving provenance, and enhancing the reproducibility and repeatability of the hydrologic data processing, HydroDS thus provides a number of benefits of standard workflow systems (Goble and De Roure, 2009), while simplifying the responsibility of the user to handling a single Python workflow script.

More generally, the outcome of this work is a development of server-side data processing services, where lessons learned from the experience could be applied for other models. One lesson learned, based on our observations using the services, was that the provision of access to atomic functions through the HydroDS Python Client Library to call individual tasks appears to be not that useful, as workflow scripts combining multiple related tasks are often the ones that are applied. Therefore, provision of coarser grained convenience functions, e.g., providing “watershed delineation” but hiding the constituent functions such as “move outlets to streams”, may be more productive.

The biggest limitation of HydroDS, as it stands currently, is the fact that the services are limited to gridded data such as those used in the UEB model and subwatershed based inputs customized for the TOPNET model. A number of hydrologic models use unstructured grids or other modeling units such as Hydrologic Response Unit (HRU). The data processing services need to accommodate for such modeling configurations if they are to be used by the wide range of models currently used by the hydrologic community. A related, but less critical, limitation of HydroDS is that it only supports GeoTiff, Shapefile and NetCDF file formats. The Hierarchical Data Format (HDF https://www.hdfgroup.org/) is as widely used as NetCDF and would add additional
flexibility to HydroDS if it were supported. An alternative is to add HydroDS functions for conversion of data from NetCDF to other standardized data formats such as HDF and vice versa.

Another limitation of this study is that all the watersheds evaluated were headwater watersheds whose final (pre-processed and ready to be used in the model) input data have relatively small file sizes (less than 2 GB). The work in this paper deals with large basins such as the Colorado River basin by breaking them down into CBRFC forecast watersheds and handling data processing for smaller, individual watersheds. Dealing with individual forecast watersheds with relatively small sizes was a design choice that keeps the size of the data and the computational resources for pre-processing of a single watershed easily manageable, while taking advantage of automation to address multiple watersheds. Characterizing how the services perform when increasing the sizes of the watersheds, for example by integrating multiple adjacent watersheds, may be an important next step. In such a scenario, the size of the weather forcing data increases more rapidly than the other data types, and weather data processing services, which currently use serial codes, may have to deal with large datasets in NetCDF format, which could necessitate implementation of parallel processing. Additional work is also required to deal with the potential increase in processing time due to increase in size of processed data. For example, a mechanism for queuing and batch processing of large operations with asynchronous notifications to a user that the batch of tasks from a workflow script is completed would be useful. This is because it would not be feasible for the user to wait for the web services to return when the execution time extends beyond the ~10 minutes reported in this paper.
As stated earlier, the HydroDS services were tested for selected watersheds in the CBRFC basin. And while the NLCD land cover data and the NLDAS and Daymet weather forcing data for the years 2005 – 2015 stored at the Hydro-DS server cover the whole CONUS, the NED DEM and soil map unit rasters hosted at HydroDS server are limited to the western US (-128.0017 to -101.9983 longitude and 28.9983 to 50.0017 latitude). This presents additional challenge to the applicability of the services for watersheds outside of western U.S. Still, a user can upload their own data and use the data processing tools—although this was not the primary mode of application envisioned for the services at the outset.

Currently, extending the available service functionalities requires obtaining appropriate credentials and familiarity with the development environment and the underlying technologies including Django, GDAL, TauDEM, NetCDF library, and NetCDF operators (NCO) in addition to Python programming skills. Future developments should consider a simplified way to extend the services to cover more geospatial processing tools and data. One way to enable a relatively easy extension of the services by addition of new functionalities is adding a Software Development Kit (SDK) as a component of the HydroDS services. The SDK could be as simple as providing sample source codes to modify for new functions or support more advanced features such as tools and libraries to serve as building blocks for new tools/functions.

Finally, while these results demonstrate that HydroDS helps reduce the time and effort required for accessing and pre-processing model input data, the task of deciding on what hydrological questions to ask depends on the researcher’s prior experience. In this study, deciding the case study involved a number of iterations.
6. **Summary and Conclusions**

HydroDS, a set of web-based data services providing access to distributed (gridded and subwatershed based) hydrologic data and geospatial and temporal data analysis capabilities for hydrological models was introduced in this paper. The services comprise functions for important hydrologic data processing tasks such as watershed delineation, terrain processing, estimation of canopy variables based on the NLCD, generating soil properties based on data from SSURGO, and accessing and processing of climate data from Daymet and NLDAS. The services are composed of single task functions that can be used independently or can be chained together to form a Python workflow for complete generation of model inputs. A Python library, the HydroDS Client Library, provides access to the web services. Through the HydroDS Client Library, the services can be used in a Python script or desktop applications. Accessing the services requires only Python, which means that users can access them from any computing platform with Python support.

HydroDS was demonstrated by setting up instances of the Utah Energy Balance (UEB) and TOPNET models for watersheds in the Colorado River and Great Salt Lake basins. The cases demonstrate how HydroDS helps reduce the time and effort spent for accessing and pre-processing hydrologic model input data. A considerable part of the time saved by using HydroDS instead of desktop-based data processing comes from better organization of data in HydroDS. The Python scripting-based data processing workflows enhance reproducibility and repeatability because the same script can be reused. The script needs to be modified only to specify few user inputs when used for a different watershed. As the workflow script also captures all the steps towards the final
model input, its provenance is preserved in the script. The ‘software as a service’ paradigm of the web services provides capability for multiple users and relieves users from concerns related to storage and organization of data, which is done in the server, and software and hardware dependencies which are sorted out when the software is configured on the server.

Based on our observations using the services, the provision of access, through the HydroDS Client Library, to the atomic functions to do individual tasks appears to be not that useful; rather the workflow scripts combining multiple coarser granular functions were more productive. The work in this paper deals with large basins such as the Colorado River Basin by breaking them down into CBRFC forecast watersheds and handling data processing for smaller, individual watersheds. This was a design choice that worked well for this study. Future studies should address the alternative approach of processing river basins such as the Colorado Basin as a whole. Future work should also extend the services to provide inputs for unstructured grid models and models using HRUs (or other equivalent tessellations of the landscape) for HydroDS to support a wider range of hydrologic models. Future development should consider provision of Software Development Kit (SDK) in HydroDS to enable (a relatively) easy extension of the services with new functionalities.
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